Abstract:Structural complexity is obvious in WW fault block of A oilfield, mainly due to high fault development degree. Based on the study of core observation, high resolution sequence stratigraphy and seismic profile, the lower second sub-member of Shahejie Formation of WWfault block was subdivided into 58 layers. Three-dimensional structural model is constructed to display the occurrences of fault systems and horizon surfaces in the area. All wells' layering data, fault data and two-dimensional structural maps are integrated to build a 3-D structural model.
Introduction
At present, concerning the development situation of onshore reservoirs, especially the ones that have entered the middle or last period of development, geologists have been designed and utilized more and more software to simulate the distribution of remaining oil and gas in underground reservoir [1, 2] . Regardless of the mathematic theories, reservoir engineering fundamentals and other
knowledge base, what all the software have in common is that they require a platform namely a structural model on which parameters and ideas could be populated. Faults of different sizes and stratums formed in different period are two main compositions of structure. Therefore, the primary mission of structural modeling is to describe faults and strata. Reservoir structure influences the underground well patterns directly and the interrelationship between faults also effects the injection-production matching relations as well as the subsurface pressure changing rules [3] . A 3-D structural model is also the foundational carrier for structural deformation analysis, fracture development and other simulation related to dynamic mechanics and strain recovery [4] .Predecessors' achievements about 3-D geologic modeling of Ww Fault block were limited [5, 6] ,especially in term of its complex structure. Hence, in order to study the remaining oil and gasdistribution, a 3-D model which aims to reflect the authentic condition about the underground is needed to be built.
Stratigraphic Framework Modeling
Stratigraphic framework is a concept of combined horizon surfaces or strata interfaces, generated by well tops through interpolation [7, 8] .It could be understood that a stratigraphic framework is a set of united interfaces which convey the structural information of the overall reservoir. A 3-D structural model consists of fault models and horizon models.
Fault modeling
The stratigraphic framework modeling starts with fault modeling. In general, 2-D seismic cross section or 3-D seismic cubes are used for fault modeling [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] .In this study, instead of such seismic files, eight 2-D top structural maps of each sand group are used for fault modeling. These maps not only show the faults originally interpreted based on seismic files, but also absorb the faults with small scales, recognized from long-term production recognition or well correlation (Fig1).Additionally, the quality of current seismic data are not enough to resolving the thin reservoir intervals. During the fault modeling process, fault points are utilized to accurately fix the faults in space (Fig2c).It is an iterative and interactive process to construct fault models. In practice, several quite small faults are ignored during the modeling process. Ultimately, a total number of 37 faults are estimated (Fig 2a, Fig 2b) . 
Horizon modeling
After the fault models have been set up, interfaces namely horizon models are to build, limited by all the corresponding well tops (Fig 3b) . A horizon model's continuity is affected if there are faults breaking the interfaces. In a structural sense, a horizon model reflects both the features of structural contour lines and the fault occurrences. As to a 3-D horizon model, its highlighting advantage is that it allows flexible angles of view to show the external strata appearance. For example, it's easy and quick to locate the structural highs or special structural characterization through intuitionistic color information (Fig 3a, Fig 3b) . After a horizon model is built automatically, it's necessary to modify an original horizon model according to geological knowledge. Practically, horizon models could be used to check if fault models are precisely located through computing the distance between some certain wells and specified faults, using the measuring tool provided by the software, then comparing the results with the ones measured from 2-D structural maps. When both the fault models and horizon models are constructed, a stratigraphic framework of Ww fault block is finally established (Fig 3b) .Specified structural features can be clearly observed in the 3-D geologic model. As shown in Fig 4a, the middle arrow (A) points to a horst, where has a maximum displacement in the north and gradually diminishes southwards. The arrow in the top (B) highlights a structural high location. The bottom two red arrows (C) highlight two grabens, where the horizon model is obviously distorted.
A 3-D structural model is finally established when the space between each horizon model is filled with geologic bodies, namely different colored "units" shown in the model (Fig 4c, Fig 4d) .A 3-D gridded structural model is the basement for quantifying subsurface reservoir. Furthermore, stochastic microfacies modeling and physical property modeling can both be conducted for petroleum exploration and management. 
Conclusion
Structural model of Ww fault block is established based on layering data, fault data and 2-D structural maps. The structural model not only improves our understanding of the reservoir structural features, but also provides a platform for quantified architectural element modeling and reservoir property computation.3-D structural model not only demonstrates faults and horizon surfaces in a full perspective, but also clearly shows some specified structural features such as horst and graben. Additionally, sections of different directions allow a comprehensive study on what structural patterns are like between wells. What's more, the structural model is the basement for depositional system study and reservoir physical property prediction.
